
There will be two lessons (A & B) 

provided in the classroom, which 

are supposed to be the same 

lessons that you already prepared 

for.

Although your Mock Class 

Mentor will choose one of the 

two lessons for you to teach in 

your Mock Class, make sure that 

you are prepared for both.





Student,

In this lesson, you will be introduced to, practice, and apply: 

1. ball

2.  throw

3.  blending phonemes z/r/s/h (onset) with -ip (rime)

My Friends and I

My Toys



My Friends and I

T builds rapport with S and creates a welcoming atmosphere.



My Toys

T introduces the reward system.



She plays with a ball.
S is introduced to the word “ball” by repeating the word and the sentence. S is 

asked to circle the ball in the picture.



He plays with 

a _______.

She plays with 

a _______.
S practices “ball” by answering the question “What does he/she play?” with “He plays with a ball” and 

“She plays with a ball.”



What does he play with?

S applies “ball” by dragging the balls to the corresponding pictures while 

answering “What does he play with?”



She throws. They throw.

S is introduced to the conjugations of the verb “to throw” by repeating the 

sentences “She throws” and “They throw.”



He throws.

S practices “to throw” by repeating the sentence and circling the picture that 

corresponds to the word.



She _______. I _______. He _______.

throw throws

S applies the verb “to throw” by repeating the verbs, then the sentences, and dragging the 

correct conjugation to fill in the blanks. S repeats the complete sentences.



ip

zipz

rip

sip

hip

s

r

h

S is introduced to blending with “-ip.” S reads each word and circles the different onsets. 



S extends upon the lesson by answering the question “What do you do with a ball?” using “I 

throw a ball” while discussing the picture.
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Student,

In this lesson, you will be introduced to, practice, and 

apply: 

1. Kite and doll

2. Fly

3. Do you fly/throw/swing a _____? 

Yes, I fly/throw/swing a _____.

No, I don't fly/throw/swing a ____.

My Friends and I

My Toys



My Friends and I

T builds rapport with S and creates a welcoming atmosphere.



My Toys

T introduces the reward system.



kite doll

I fly my kite. This is my doll.

S is introduced to the words “kite” and “doll” by repeating the words and the 

sentences on the slide. 



kitedoll

She flies a _____. This is her _____.

S practices the words “kite” and “doll” by repeating the words, matching the words 

to the pictures, and completing the sentences. 



kite

doll

What is it?

S applies their knowledge of “kite” and “doll” by repeating the words and dragging 

the words to the correct boxes.



He flies a 

kite.
I fly a kite.

My sister 

flies a kite.

fly

S is introduced to the verb “to fly” by repeating the word and the sentences on the 

slide. 



She _____ a kite.

They _____ a kite.

I _____ a kite.

fly

flies

S practices the verb “to fly” by completing the sentences with the correct forms of 

“to fly” and answering the question, “Who flies a kite?”



Audio 

nap

Audio 

nap

Audio 

nap

S applies their knowledge of the verb “to fly” by listening to each audio and dragging the corresponding 

pictures to the frames provided. S answers the question, “Who flies a kite?”



Do you throw a 

ball?

Yes, I throw a ball. 

Do you swing on 

a swing?

No, I don’t swing 

on a swing.

S is introduced to the sentence frames “Yes, I throw a ball” and “No, I don't swing on a 

swing” by repeating the sentences on the slide. 



Do you…?

Yes, I ____.   No, I don’t ___.
S practices the sentence frames “Yes, I fly a kite/throw a ball/swing on a swing” and “No, I don’t I fly a 

kite/throw a ball/swing on a swing” by answering the questions “Do you fly a kite/throw a ball/swing on 

a swing?” for each picture.



Do they _____?

Does he _____?

S applies their knowledge of the sentence frames “Yes, he/they ______ a swing/kite/ball” and “No, he 

does/they don’t ______ a swing/kite/ball” by answering the questions “Does he/Do they (swing 

on/fly/throw) a swing/kite/ball?



S extends his/her knowledge of “kite/doll” and “fly” and the sentence frame “Do yo

u fly/ throw/a kite/ball?” according to the picture.
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